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I am XXX resident of Chandranighapur, Rautahat, Nepal. And I would like to apply for Bachelor of
Business Administration in XXX, USA.
Regarding my academic background, I have completed my S.L.C( School Leaving Certificate – 10
years of education) in 2010 from XXX securing 84.50% and I too have completed my 10+2(Higher
Secondary Education) in 2013 from XXX, securing 57.80% .
America has the highest number of international students in the world with the majority of world’s
top universities, colleges, institutes listed by different ranking organizations. America has the best
cities in the world for students based on student mix, affordability, quality of life and employer
activity- all important elements for students when choosing the best study destination. Also there
are local community colleges with generally more open admission policies, shorter academic
programs and lower tuitions. America has produced many Nobel Prize laureates and everyday over
millions people around the world rely on American discoveries and innovations- including penicillin,
IVF, ultrasound , Wi-Fi, the Bionic Ear, Cervical cancer vaccine and Black Box Flight Recorders- to
make their lives, and the lives of others, better.
The excellence in Education , the multi-cultural background of students, value for money, English
speaking country and on top of that governmental and institution support for international
students are some good aspects that has made America a very attractive destination for students all
over the globe. Many others countries eager to improve their own educational system turn to
America for advice. Also America enjoys modern transport options and communication possibilities.
Rate of crime are typically low and many international students can easily adjust. Studying should
not get only focus on course syllabus. Studying means learning new ideas, new cultures, the way
how to get involved internationally so that I could build my confidence to grab the future goal. These
are some factors which encouraged me to continue my further education in America.
Studying Bachelor of Business Administration in XXX provides me with technical competencies and
fundamental skills, particularly in the areas of effective communications, critical analysis, problem
solving and team work. This program provides the theory and practice needed for business
knowledge which can be beneficial to build my career as well as will improvise my knowledge.
In my view, acquiring knowledge of business administration will be useful as well as personally
rewarding and enjoyable. It is a fascinating area of study and one that I will certainly be able to apply
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to my future work. I always had a great interest in management. As I had accounting as a regular
subject in my higher secondary school also, I want to pursue my further education in same field.

Talking about California, it is well developed city in America with high quality of life standard. As I
have decided to study and live in California, I will have good opportunities to be a part of this
beautiful city where we can spend quality life. I will have easy access of transportation from my
accommodation to the University and I can meet so many Nepalese friends out there.
XXX provides excellent educational programs and services. It is more reliable which valued the
opinion, thoughts and actions of every single students, colleagues and community. Also XXX is
learning-centered institution that values and respect students success and it is one of the best
university of collaborations and innovations for educational enrichment.
Talking about the expenses required during my stay in America for study, my family is affording me
with full support and who always encourage me for my study. For my abroad study at your
University, my family will be sponsoring me. They will be sponsoring me for my study, living,
travelling and all other required expenses. The source of sponsorship will be bank balance of my
mother.
As the above shows, I am highly motivated and ambitious in pursuing my degree in America. After
completion of my Bachelor Degree I will return back to my home country.
Nepal is very beautiful country by nature and its developing country. Compared to neighboring India
and China, Nepal was a late entrant to the Business revolution that swept the region in the 1990s,
with limited infrastructure, an unstable political system and no skilled labor force, the country was
forced to stand by and watch while others tried to make sense of the changes the accounting field
completely. Now, two decades later, Nepal is no longer on the sidelines. The country is
enthusiastically embracing Business with the young people leading the charge to make the country
in accounting field and everything is successfully working in form. Development in accounting field is
seen rapidly. But still there is shortage of skill to perform well in the accounting sector. So, I can
easily implement my skills and knowledge which I will be bringing from USA in my home country. I
am sure that I will have high employment opportunities in Nepal after being back from USA. I hope
that you will provide me that opportunity to study in USA.
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Your program in Bachelor in Business Administration will enable me to achieve the goals I have set
for myself. I expect to have a long career in this field.
Hoping and looking forward for best consideration for study and future of my life.
Thanking you,

Yours sincerely
XXX
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